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Single-occupancy all-gender public bathrooms
● Characteristics
○ Toilet
○ Locking door
○ Open to the campus community
○ Use not restricted to one gender

● Meet a wide range of individual
needs (access, privacy, space)

A SOAG public bathroom in
Notre Dame’s Duncan Student Center

Context at Notre Dame
●

SOAG bathrooms exist on
Notre Dame’s campus but
are hard to find

●

LGBTQ students’ lives
politicized

●

Resource! grad students’
rogue crowd-sourced map
(paper and PDF, 2014)

Mapping SOAG bathrooms
●

●

●

Typical goals
○

Locate and assess existing facilities

○

Campaign for additional facilities

Typical outcomes
○

Lists or maps of locations

○

Re-designated facilities

○

New signage

Common gaps
○

Navigation

○

Information other than location

University of Virginia’s standard
sign for all-gender restrooms

Student research for Gender Studies courses
● Introduction to Gender Studies, 2017-2019: data gathering
● Transgender studies, 2019: create and share public-facing map
● Gender Studies learning goals
○

Study of gender, power, and public space

○

Intersectionality and coalition

○

Praxis

○

Community engagement

○

Experiential learning

Data collection
●

ArcGIS Survey123 used for
data collection
○

●

Phone / iPad

Data Collected
○
○
○
○
○

Location
ADA compliance
Menstrual products
Changing table
Photos

Data collection over time

Data collection
●

Location / floor is hard
to determine inside a
building
○

●

Worked with University
Facilities Information to
access floor plans

We don’t even know
about all the
bathrooms
○

Facilities had an
additional list

Data collection
●

Location / floor is hard
to determine inside a
building
○

●

Worked with University
Facilities Information to
access floor plans

We don’t even know
about all the
bathrooms
○

Facilities had an
additional list

Data collection

Comments

Final Map
●

91 individual
gender-neutral
bathrooms on campus
○
○
○
○

●

80 ADA compliant
24 with menstrual
products
25 with changing tables
26 in residence halls

Google MyMaps
○
○

Less training required
Campus map maintained
in Google, so transferable

Editorial in student paper

https://genderstudies.nd.edu/bathrooms

Future Directions
●

Improve accessibility data

●

Gender-segregated single-occupancy restrooms re-designated all-gender

●

Incorporate data into Notre Dame campus maps and mobile app

●

Create a free digital toolkit so other student and community groups can create
their own bathroom maps

●

Create learning modules for faculty to integrate bathroom mapping into Gender
Studies classrooms
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